
What is pollination? 
Pollination is the way that plants reproduce 
themselves. 
 
Pollen + Plant egg = seed that grows into another plant. 
 
Pollen doesn’t move from place to place on its’ own. It needs help.  There 
are different ways this happens. 

Wind: scatters lots of pollen everywhere, and much of the pollen goes 
to waste.  Many trees, grasses, and other plants that do not flower use 
wind pollination. 
 
Pollinator-assisted:  this method uses less pollen because it is very 
accurate at delivering pollen to exactly where it needs to go.  A 
pollinator carries the pollen of one flower to another flower of the 
same kind, and this makes more seeds of that flowering plant.   

 
Plants that use pollinators for pollen transport produce flowers to attract 
pollinators.   Flowers are bright and showy, never really missed when 
looking in the landscape.   
 
Flowers came into to existence millions of years ago with the purpose of 
making plant reproduction more effective; the first pollinator was a beetle. 
Why would a beetle visit a flower?  
 
Anatomy of the flower (go over all the parts of the flower) 
 
Flowers contain two ingredients that attract insects to them. 
 Nectar: a sweet drink of sugar water.  
 Pollen: a protein and fat rich snack. 
 

Nectar is located at the very center of the base of the flower.  The 
location of nectar forces the visitor to push past the anthers to get to 
the nectar, which covers the visitor in pollen. Then the visitor will go 
to another flower to get another drink, and in doing so, they brush 
some of the pollen off onto the stigma, and deep inside the stigma, 
lays an egg awaiting the arrival of that pollen to form a seed.   

 
Plants and pollinators keep each other alive! 

Bring:   Time: 45 minutes 
Button toss game 
Flower vases and fresh flowers 
Flower anatomy worksheets and poster 
Flower cans with glitter and bees 
Stickers for reward 

The Bees Waggle 5 Week Pollination Lesson Plan 



Why is pollination important? 
Pollination is important to our planet because 90% of all plants on Earth 
produce flowers.  80% of those flowering plants need pollinators to 
reproduce.   
 
Plants are very important to our planet for many reasons.  
 They clean the air. 
 They produce food for countless species on our planet. 

*80% of the fresh fruits and veggies we enjoy come from 
pollination.  

 They provide many additional resources to many species. 
 
Plants are a BIG deal, and that makes pollination a BIG deal too! 
 

DEMONSTRATION WITH CARDS 
Hold your food cards up really high for all your classmates to see. Do you 
see some of your favorites? Now look at the back of your card, and if you see 
a bee, sit down.  These are the foods we are left with if we do not have 
pollinators and all of those flowering plants. 
 
1 in 3 bites on our plate comes from bee pollination specifically. 
 
What are your favorite foods?  Chocolate relies on the midge fly to become 
the cocoa bean we use to grind into cocoa powder.  Coffee relies on 
stingless bees to become the beans we roast.  Vanilla bean relies on 
pollinators too! 
 

DRAW YOUR FAVORITE FOODS 
How do you feel about pollinators now that you know most of our food 
comes from their efforts? 
 
Without fresh fruits, veggies, nuts, spices, teas, coffee, 
chocolate, and many other things, our health would suffer.  
Plants and pollinators keep each other alive, and they work 
together to keep many other species alive, including us! 
 
 Bring:   Time: 45 minutes 

Food cards 
Puzzle me this 
 



Who are the pollinators? 
 
ANTS   FLIES  MOTHS  LIZARDS 
BUTTERFLIES  BEES   BEETLES       MAMMALS 
BIRDS   BATS   WASPS 
 
Pollinators use many senses to find flowers and the nectar that hides deep 
within the flower. 
 
 Sight 
  Bees see all colors except reds, and prefer blues and purples. 
  Butterflies see all colors including red, yellow and orange.  

Hummingbirds see all colors including red, yellow and orange, 
and prefer reds. 

 
Many pollinators can see UV patterns in a flower, and 
we cannot see UV patterns, so that makes pollinators 
able to see things we cannot see. 

 
 Smell 
  Antennae serve as sniffers for insect pollinators. 

Birds do not have a great sense of smell, so sight is their 
strength. 

 
 Taste 

Butterflies use their feet to taste the surfaces they land on 
before they get their straw-like proboscis out to slurp up the 
nectar, or before they decide to lay an egg on the plant. 

 
 
 

GALLERY OF POLLINATORS, AND THEIR SENSES. 
 

 
 
 

 

BRING:   Time: 45 minutes 
Gallery of pollinators 
Senses of pollinators  Flowers to match each group 
 



Bees if you please! 
Bees are insects that are related to wasps.  Bees evolved to grow hairs 
purposed for picking up pollen and carrying it from place to place.  They 
also feed on nectar and pollen, and raise their young the same diet.  Wasps 
are practically bald and feed on nectar and meat, or other insects. Wasps 
feed their young other insects, rather than nectar and pollen.   
 

Anatomy of a bee diagram. 
 
There are 20,000 different species of bees across the Earth!  In North 
America there are 4000 different species of bees, and in Colorado there are 
nearly 1000 different species of bees!! 
 
Bees are super pollinators because they are built to carry lots of pollen.  In 
fact the hairs on their bodies carry a positive charge, and when a positive 
charge meets a negative charge, they cling to each other.   Pollen carries a 
negative charge, so pollen will jump up from a flower to cling to the hairs on 
a bee’s body before the bee has landed on the flower.   
 

Balloon and feather demonstration. 
 

Bee tour of 7 different species. 
(Mason, leafcutter, bumble, squash, long horned digger, metallic green, and 

honeybees) 
 

Let’s talk about the bees you visited at each station, and compare them. 
 

Construct the leafcutter bee house. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BRING:   Time: 45 minutes 
Bumblebee box, leafcutter box, and other specimens 
Balloon and feathers 
Anatomy of bee diagram 
iPad with videos loaded 
Bee pictures with simple facts listed with them 
Leafcutter house kits 
 



What harms pollinators, and how can we help? 
 Open with The Hungry Honeybee story. 
 
Pesticides hurt pollinators.  Pesticides can be insecticides, herbicides, or 
fungicides.   
 
Insecticides kill insects! What are most pollinators? INSECTS! 
 
Herbicides kill weeds, and many weeds produce flowers, so herbicides 
remove food sources for pollinators. 
 
Fungicides kill fungus, which can disrupt the health of the soil plants are 
growing in. 
 
Loss of habitat is a problem for pollinators.  Habitat is complete with food, 
water, and shelter.  All three must be in place for a habitat to be complete.   
 
Land without flowers is like a food desert to a pollinator.  Examples 
include grassy lawns and fields, as well as fields and fields of wheat or other 
plants that have no food to offer pollinators.  
 
 
We can help by:  Felt board demonstration 
 

Planting flowers. 
 
Providing various options for shelter. 
 
Providing a water source. 

 
Fill the insect hotel with all the appropriate pieces to 
host a variety of pollinators.  Place a watering hole.  

Plant seeds, and place a sign that explains the 
habitat’s purpose. 

 

BRING:  Time: 45 minutes 
Felt board 
The Hungry Honeybee 


